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                                        Time Words

Definitions of words and phrases about time.

Space words also describe time situations.  Space expressions 

measure time qualities.

Verb tenses indicate time.  They relate to a sentence's subject's 

activity in time.

I will have to use words with the word time in them or other 

words that are time words to describe words about time.

1. "I'm going to": I will soon enough.

2. "Often": frequently; many times over

3. "Remember":  To bring something into consciousness which was 

there at a previous time.

4. "Yet": Might happen in the future.

5. "Never": not at all; not even once

6. "Yesterday": the day before today

7. "Today": the same day as this one

8. "Tomorrow":  the day after today

9. "Before now": before this day; before this time; at another 

time than this one

10. "Seldom": not very often

11. "Presently": right now; at this moment

12. "Eventually": after awhile; after a good long while

13. "Forever": without end (an exaggeration)

14. "After awhile": A certain amount of time has passed; An 

indefinite amount of time has passed; postdating something

15. "Now": in the present time; at this time; in the time given; 

in this time; during this present time; while something is 

happening..

16. "This time": the present moment to the exclusion of any other 

moment

17. "What time is it?": What is the time on the clock?

18. "Occasionally": once in awhile

19. "Always": never not; never changes

20. "Simultaneously": both at the same time

21. "Still": keeps going on; in the works; in the process of; 

continues; yet

22. "Sometimes": occasionally; from time to time

23. "While": during; at the same time as; during the time of

24. "And then": after a certain amount of time; the next event to 

follow

25. "Then": at that time; way back when

26. "When": At the time it does; Something will happen then 

(often in the form of a question)

27. "Before": antes; earlier in time

28. "Right now": immediately; at that moment

29. "Too late": After the time for something has passed; already 

finished

30. "Temporarily": for the time being

31.  "All the time": constantly



32. "For the time being": momentarily; from now on for awhile

33. "Later on": after the passage of some time; after awhile

34. "All in due time": Will happen in its own time; Will happen 

eventually; Will happen when it's appropriate.

35. "Memory": A faculty of the mind for searching in the past, 

finding something and bringing it up into the present.

36. "One of these days": eventually; soon enough

37. "At present": right now

38. "Legacy": something left (usually something valuable)

39. "Century": 100 years

40. "Eon": down through the centuries; the largest amount of time 

recordable

41. "Millenium": after one thousand years (Based on the time of 

the birth of Christ.)

42. "A generation": about 20 years

43. "Decade": ten years

44. "A second": a sixtieth of a minute

45. "A minute:" 60 seconds

46. "An hour:" 60 minutes

47. "A day": 24 hours

48. "A week" seven days

49. "A month": approx. 30 days

50. "A year": approx. 365 days

51. "A lifetime": 78 years for a man; more for a woman

52. "In the time remaining": in the minutes left (Often heard in 

radio and TV broadcasts.)

53. "At that time": When something happened; At the moment in the 

past when something happened.

54. "Every now and then": occasionally; once and awhile

55. "The day will come when": Eventually you will see.

56. "In the event that": if; If something happens, something else 

will follow.

57. "If": Something could or might happen in the future; the 

possibility of

58. "On time": as planned; as programmed; as expected; within the 

time given

59. "Wait a minute!": slow down! expression of impatience--a 

command

60. "To take one's time": To be on one's own time; To experience 

the passage of time in one's own way; proceed slowly

61. "Punctillious": always on time e.g., When going to an 

appointment.

62."To tell the time": Noting the time on the clock.

63. "Over": No more time remaining.

64. "Usually": most of the time

65. "To go on and on": To continue with what you are doing for an 

indefinite amount of time(Usually connotes boring talk.)

66. "From time to time": Happening occasionally


